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A classical CNN

40% Quercus rubra

27% Quercus ilex

...

Intro



Visual-Language Hybrid Model

Simple leaves

Alternate leaves

Toothed lobes

Sharp lobes

Lustrous leaves

40% Q. rubra

27% Q. ilex

...

Intro

+ Interpretability
+ Zero-shot and few-shot learning

Preliminary work on this:
Semantically Interpretable Activation Maps: what-where-how explanations within CNNs. D Marcos, S Lobry, D Tuia. ICCVW 2019
Contextual Semantic Interpretability. D Marcos, R Fong, S Lobry, R Flamary, N Courty, D Tuia. ACCV 2020



Morphological trait databasesWhere to get data

Existing trait 
databases tend to be 
limited in scope in 
terms of geography
or taxonomic group
and focus more on 
physiological than 
morphological traits.



The World Wide WebWhere to get data





The World Wide WebWhere to get data

Description paragraph from the first page in Google



Binary Description Classifier

Used as Negative labels: The text does NOT 
contain description information

Used as Positive label: The text DOES contain 
description information

Noise robust loss that helps 
the model with the noise in
the data

Where to get data



The World Wide WebWhere to get data

Trained on 3 structured data sources:

- Wikipedia (pages about plants, birds and mammals, enriched with 
non-organism pages)

- Birds of the World (pages about birds)
- Plants of the World Online (pages about plants)

Tested on 2 completely left out data sources:

- Llifle (pages about plants)
- AgroForestry (pages about plants)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://birdsoftheworld.org/bow/home
https://powo.science.kew.org/
http://www.llifle.com/
http://apps.worldagroforestry.org/


The World Wide WebWhere to get data

Over 50,000 species and pages used for training:

- 10,000 pages from Birds of the World
- 35,000 pages from Plants of the Worlds Online
- 5,000 species from Wikipedia

Trained on a total of more than 2,25 million samples:

- About 1,7 millions that corresponds to non-description text
- About 550,000 samples correspond to descriptive text 



Model Performance







Workflow



Workflow



Part-of-Speech Tagging

“The Brown bear has brown fur.”

“The claws are sharp.”

Workflow



Part-of-Speech Tagging

“Species has fur. Fur is brown.”

“Species has claws. Claws are sharp.”

Workflow



Part-of-Speech TaggingWorkflow

Copyright protection for factual works is narrow, covering the author's original expressions, but not the 
facts or theories being expressed. In order to infringe, the copy must be "verbatim reproduction or very 
close paraphrasing“.

Nonfiction literary works, such as history books, newspaper articles, and biographies, are treated as 
factual works with similarly narrow copyright protection. An author's unique expressions are protected, 
but not the facts and theories themselves. Even the selection and arrangement of facts may not be 
protectable.

Does this solve potential copyright issues if the dataset is published?



Part-of-Speech TaggingWorkflow



Part-of-Speech TaggingWorkflow

How do these compare to manually curated databases?



Palm Trait 
Dataset

Binary Class 
Variables



Multi Class
Variables
Shapes



Multi Class
Variables
Colors



Palm Trait Dataset 
Numerical Values







CUB-200 
Dataset
Ranking 

Comparison

Average Ranking 40.15! (out of 200 
ranked birds)



Path A: tabular dataNext steps

Supervised with existing 
curated databases



Path B: refine the textNext steps

- Clean irrelevant information

- Homogenize traits across species

- Focus on observable traits



Visual-text Hybrid modelNext steps

Simple leaves

Alternate leaves

Toothed lobes

Sharp lobes

Lustrous leaves

40% Q. rubra

27% Q. ilex

...

How to train this? We only 
have a class label per image!



Visual-text Hybrid modelNext steps

Simple leaves

Alternate leaves

Toothed lobes

Sharp lobes

Lustrous leaves

Scaly bark

Dark reddish gray

Smooth when young

Standard captioning task



Visual-text Hybrid modelNext steps

Simple leaves

Alternate leaves

Toothed lobes

Sharp lobes

Lustrous leaves

Scaly bark

Dark reddish gray

Smooth when young

Etc.

Etc.

...

Our supervision is much 
weaker!

Q. rubra

Q. rubra



Lots of work ahead!

Thank you!


